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Precise and steady work - 
- cables are force guided  

Technical Features:

- a cable stripping machine with 9 tracks ensures high efficiency,
- 8 tracks with cutting range 2-5mm and cutting depth up to 8mm, which 
allows to cut cables from both sides,
- additional separate track with cutting range 50-95mm and cutting depth 
up to 30mm allows to recycle very big cables,
- 16 disc blades made of hardened tool steel,
- blades on both top and bottom rolls,- blades on both top and bottom rolls,
- continuous adjustment of cutting depth for all blades,
- durable feeding rolls made of steel,
- powerful chain drive,
- reliable and elegant structure, welded and powder coated,
- you can replace rigid blades with disc blades (we sell blades in a wide 
range of diameters).

Engine Power: 3kW/ 380V
Number of Tracks: 9 (8+1)
Number of Blades: 16 disc blades, 2 rigid blades
Working Space: 2mm - 95mm
Cutting Depth: up to 30mm
Cutting Speed: 33m/min.
WWeight: 405kg
Size: width 1080 x length 750 x height 1200mm

Technical Specs: Cutting depth up to 30mm
Maximum cable diameter up to 95 mm

Before you buy anything, we provide you with profes-
sional expertise; after that you get servicing, technical 
support and replacement parts for the entire time you 
use our machines.

Keep calm

A cable stripper which gets even the hardest job done.

Works with 80% of available cable diameters.

The most flexible and effective
9 track cable stripping machine

M-800 Cable Stripper
- long and continuous work - M-800 is a reliable and powerful 
cable stripper,
- flexibility - works with up to 80% cables thanks to its working 
space 2-95mm.
- effective and error-free work - cables are force guided and cut 
from both sides,
- high capacity - strips up to 33m of cable per minute,
- user-friendly operation:- user-friendly operation:
 - automatic bearing maintenance,
 - fast adjustment of roll pressure in a continuous way,
 - you can replace single feeding rolls or blade rolls,
- safety confirmed with       certification.

MACHTEK M-800 Cable Stripper delivers:


